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The author of the bestselling French Women Don't Get Fat shares the secrets and strategies of
aging with attitude, joy, and no surgery.With her signature blend of wit, no-nonsense advice, and
storytelling flair, Mireille Guiliano returns with a delightful, encouraging take on beauty and aging
for our times. For anyone who has ever spent the equivalent of a mortgage payment on anti-
aging lotions or procedures, dressed inappropriate for their age, gained a little too much in the
middle, or accidentally forgot how to flirt, here is a proactive way to stay looking and feeling
great, without resorting to "the knife"-a French woman's most guarded beauty secrets revealed
for the benefit of us all!

"French women have incredible style and confidence. Mireille is an inspiration and her book is a
must-read for any woman wanting to look better and ultimately feel more beautiful." --Bobbi
BrownLike a fabulous friend sharing her secrets, Mireille divulges, encourages and inspires. And
she does it with joy." --Pamela Druckerman, author of Bringing up Bebe About the AuthorMireille
Guiliano, a former chief executive at LVMH (Veuve Clicquot), is "the high priestess of French
lady wisdom" (USA Today) and "ambassador of France and its art of living" (Le Figaro). She is
the author of French Women Don't Get Fat: The Secret of Eating for Pleasure, the #1 New York
Times bestseller in the US. It has been translated into thirty-seven languages.Mireille has
appeared on theToday Show, CBS' the Early Show, NBC's Dateline, Oprah, and CNN, among
many national broadcasts, and has been profiled in the New York Times, USA Today, Time,
Newsweek, People, Business Week, More, Travel & Leisure, Food & Wine and dozens of other
publications, and she is the author of French Women for All Seasons, Women, Work & The Art
of Savoir Faire, and The French Women Don't Get Fat Cookbook.
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overtakenbyanap, “Good addition to the "how French Women suss out aging" genre of books. I
have and love Tish Jett's Forever Chic, and Anne Barone's Chic and Slim Toujours, which are
great books. This is a welcome addition to the bookshelf on the topic of common sense
approaches to aging using the whole French approach which is at it's core common sense.Does
this book repeat ideas? Is it redundant? No to both. I think it's worth having all three. They
complement each other well, and I wouldn't want to be without any of them. I've been looking
forward to this book a while, being a fan of Mireille's books for some time. I have all of the diet
and cooking ones and this is the book that answers my non dietary questions about what
Mireille does to cope with aging --skin, wardrobe, exercise and supplements.She covers it all
with a healthy dose of what she calls attitude. That "attitude" is perhaps the most important part
of the book. She Anne Barone and Tish Jett, cover how important it is to have a confident
attitude towards age. Lines will happen, things like face lifts which obliterate the lines often leave
a weird impression on the onlooker. The face is younger, but the body it is attached to isn't.
There is an odd plastic effect , a disconnect of reality.Where there is a repetition of ideas, it's an
agreement on important points. In my review of Anne Barone's book I pointed out that the North
American approach to aging seems to be a take no prisoners, all or nothing extremism while the
French prefer to accept a few lines, while making sure the underlying skin is as healthy as
possible and gently made up to look naturally glowing and age appropriate.All 3 of these books
agree.The approach that each book recommends is complementary, meaning I learned
something new in each book.I deeply enjoy the common sense and bubbly effervescent sense
of humour that runs thru ALL of Mireille's writing, this book being no exception. Typical of her,
she can't resist throwing a few new recipes into the book, and I love her for that. She comes
across like a bubbly glass of champagne, full of life, sparkle and joy! Each chapter gets that
happy free wheeling approach and I so appreciate it. North American books on aging well are
serious, even scary in spots. Not Mireille.I particularly enjoyed the discussion on estrogen. Her
experience mirrors mine, and I'm happy to see positive stories backing up the latest research
which is now swinging back to the intelligent and measured use of hormones for those who want
them.Something that has long concerned me is supplements. She gets into that too. I'd heard
French women don't, preferring to get the vitamins and minerals in a balanced form suspended
in the food you eat rather than a mega dose pill which may end up causing shortages of other
vital nutrients that nobody realized people need in order to process large doeses of Vitamin E or
Vitamin B as an example. In theory that works well, but she balances this out with current
research into Calcium and Vitamin D which depending on your body chemistry or where you live
may need supplementing. Good sound advice.I liked her bit on the use of yoga and breathing
exercises to maintain a healthy body. She gets into some more nitty gritty advice on weight
control as I expected, and has a LOVELY bit on skin care, makeup and clothing.I'm glad I bought
the book, love it and it's sitting on my kindle right beside Anne Barone's Chic and Slim Toujour



as well as Tish Jett's Forever Chic. I'll be referring to this trio CONSTANTLY!Thanks Mireille!
Great job! Love the book!”

Lucas, “My wife likes it. Good readings.”

Marilyn Harding, “Simple and Elegant Advice to Make Sure Your Best Years Are Yet to Come!. I
really enjoyed this book. First of all anyone who has captained the ship of Veuve Clicquot can tell
me anything she wants and I will respect it. But kidding aside, I found this book both very
personal, (sharing memories of her mother, times with her husband), well researched and
informative. For many of us the sensibility of the European attitude to ageing is far and away
superior to the 'forever young' demand of North American beauty culture. It's partly why I have
chosen to live in Europe myself. I loved Guiliano's wise advice to 'eat your colours' to make sure
we get the range of nutritious vitamins and minerals in our food every day. Her amazing simple,
and sumptuous recipes are a delight. The admonition to keep it simple and elegant for both
wardrobe, skincare and makeup will quell many woman's anxiety about what is enough and how
to avoid costly mistakes.As a writer living in Greece, I see that a saner attitude to maturity allows
those of us past our fifties to embrace our prime. While Mireille may recommend a maillot rather
than a bikini after a certain age, I'm hanging on because I didn't have the courage to wear one
(because I wasn't absolutely perfect) in North America - but here I am one among hundreds of
proud women of all descriptions enjoying the sea and sun. The book is rich in advice for all
aspects of a fulfilled life at any age. Read it an be assured that your beauty, allure, confidence
and contribution to the world have nothing to do with age. And the best is yet to come!”

Dee F, “I do like her books - it is charming and informative with .... I do like her books - it is
charming and informative with some interesting recipes but quite a lot of what she says is
covered in other beauty articles and books. However, it is the French touch that I liked having
lived in France for 2 years - we are also a similar age so I enjoyed reading how she copes with
various aspects of ageing!”

Swan, “Super Book. Parcel arrived before stated date. I love Mireille Galliano's books, especially
as I am an ex-pat living in Paris but have travelled the world.”

The book by Mireille Guiliano has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 415 people have provided feedback.
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